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The Brutal Murder of Gaddafi and the Implications
for All Those Who Stand in the Way of the War
Criminals
Toe the Line or be the Next Victim of Colonial Plunder!
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In-depth Report: CRIMINALIZE WAR,
NATO'S WAR ON LIBYA

Gaddafi died a martyr, murdered by the war criminals of US, France, Britain and NATO led
by  President  Obama,  President  Sarkozy  and  Prime  Minister  Cameron.  Although  NATO
spearheaded the military campaign against Libya, the strategic planning was prepared by
US Africa Command (AFRICOM).

AFRICOM was set up to further the US interest in Africa, more precisely the Global Military-
Industrial-Financial Complex’s interests in securing and plundering the resources of Africa.
Behind AFRICOM’s curtain are the hidden hands of Zionist Israel.

The first victim of this agenda is Libya.

When the UN Security Council sanctioned the attack on Libya under the guise of imposing a
No-Fly zone to protect the alleged killing of civilians by Gaddafi who was fighting an armed
rebellion  supported  and  financed  by  the  abovementioned  war  criminals,  Russia  and  China
could have vetoed the resolution and thwart the destruction and plunder of Libya.

But these two permanent members of the Security Council caved in and abstained.

China has a  major  presence in  Libya and her  intelligence services would have known
whether Gaddafi enjoyed wide popular support from his people. The Libyan government was
stable and successful in implementing development projects for the benefit of the people. It
was the most developed country in the entire African continent and Gaddafi’s efforts were
duly recognised by the UN weeks before the barbaric aerial bombardment of Libya.

China invested billions of dollars in Libya.

Yet, without a whimper of resistance at the highest diplomatic level, she evacuated 30,000
Chinese workers from Libya and left in a hurry. China and Russia knew in advance that there
would be an undeclared war against Libya. Everything was up for grabs!

Even after  the  full  invasion and wanton destruction  of  Libya,  China and Russia  made
perfunctory and lame criticisms of NATO’s criminal actions. Surely, it cannot be said that
Russia and China were misled by the war criminals that they had no intentions to destroy
Libya  and  oust  Gaddafi  and  to  seize  the  oil  resources.  They  must  have  known  that  war
preparations were in place long before the matter came before the UN Security Council.
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That was their excuse in not vetoing the UN Security Council resolution authorising NATO’s
military action. A load of rubbish.

So why did China and Russia cave in? This is the US$ trillion question.

It reminds me of the story of a man who owed a debt of gratitude to two rival gangs. The
man was asked by the more notorious gang to assassinate the leader of the other gang but
the attempt failed. When confronted by the victim as to the reasons to be the hired killer,
the man replied that he owed a greater debt of gratitude to the other gang leader.

Libya under Gaddafi welcomed China with open arms, but China turned a blind eye to the
destruction of Libya because she owed a greater debt of gratitude to Zionist Israel and the
global financial elites for past favours, as well as narrow selfinterests. China had too much
toilet paper money (US Federal Reserve notes) and the sale of Libyan oil in the intended
gold dinar by Gaddafi would literally destroy the US dollar. This cannot be allowed! Period!

The same can be said of Sarkozy and Tony Blair and his copycat Cameron. They all turned
their backs on Gaddafi for the same reasons.

It must be said that the leading members of the African Union were courageous enough to
make a stand against the invasion and wanton destruction and did not extend “recognition”
to NATO’s quisling regime until forced by circumstances to do so. Members of the Arab
League and the OIC were cowards and opportunists and they pride themselves as righteous
Muslims. But Qatar must be singled out for special condemnation. Can anyone still believe
that Al-Jazeera is the voice of the Arab / Muslim communities? Until exposed as the barking
dog of NATO, Al-Jazeera was the major “Arab” propaganda tool to demonise Gaddafi and to
misrepresent the actual situation in Libya – an armed rebellion financed by war criminals. Al-
Qaeda played a leading role in the armed rebellion.

Iran, Syria and Lebanon should learn from this experience and the mistakes of Gaddafi. They
are the next targets of the Zionists / Neo-Conservatives global agenda. If they entertain any
thoughts of making compromises with these war criminals, by abandoning their right of self-
defence and to be armed with every conceivable weapon, including nuclear weapons, they
will end up like Saddam Hussein and Gaddafi. In defending their country, all options should
be on the table in like manner as the war criminals have declared in their war agenda
against them. They will collapse one by one like dominoes if they strategise otherwise!

To the leaders of countries under immediate threat as well as those on the fringes, your
previous  strategy  of  inviting  China  and  Russia  to  invest  on  preferential  basis  and  to
purchase massive amount  of  arms to counter-balance the threat  of  the Zionist  Anglo-
American  Axis  will  no  longer  be  effective  because  US$  billions  worth  of  investments  and
military purchase count for nothing when US$ trillions worth of foreign reserves are at stake.

The investing countries will run for cover for short-term preservation and will not be willing
to commit their resources for a military conflict unless and until they themselves are under a
direct threat. This is a given. To the leaders of China and Russia – this is your wake up call.
Stop strutting like a peacock just because you have abundant dollar reserves. The Federal
Reserve Notes are all toilet papers and will not be bargaining chips when the deal placed on
the table is – surrender or war.

There is still time yet to mount a Global Counter-Alliance against this fascist triad of Israel /
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US / UK war criminals.

As for Iran and Turkey, stop aspiring to be regional powers, as you cannot hope to achieve
this grand vision so long as Zionist Israel continues to wag the US dog. Be realistic. Without
nuclear weapons as a deterrent, and revolutionary social forces on your side, global public
opinion cannot be mobilised to first isolate and then annihilate your enemies. Turkey cannot
take comfort that as a member of NATO it will be immune to the machinations of the war
criminals.

The countdown has started.

The new normal and preferred mode of regime change is to use the pretext of Humanitarian
Intervention as a cover for outright military intervention.

In the African continent, it will be U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) as the Planner and NATO
as the military Bully.

In  the next  escalation in  the Middle East  and South Asia wars (i.e.  the overspill  from
Afghanistan to Pakistan), U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) will be the Planner and the
combined might of NATO, Israel and Arab Lackeys will provide the military manpower.

In South-East Asia and the Pacific, U.S Pacific Command (USPACOM) will lead and coordinate
all military campaigns.

In South America, the U.S. Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM) will  plan and lead, with
narco states providing the ground troops.

In all of the above war scenarios, mercenaries and special forces will be in the forefront in
fomenting sectarian wars and religious armed conflicts.

2012 will usher in The World War of the 21st Century – the perverse solution of the war
criminals in their futile attempt to overcome the final phase of the Global Financial Tsunami!

Matthias Chang is a distinguished Malaysian lawyer, author and adviser to former Prime
Minister Dr. Tun Mahathir Mohamad
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